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Abstract
Chartrand and Kronk in 1969 showed that there are planar graphs
whose vertices cannot be partitioned into two parts inducing acyclic
subgraphs. In this note we show that the same is true even in the case
when one of the partition classes is required to be triangle-free only.
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In this note we investigate the generalized colourings of planar graphs.
G. Chartrand and H.H. Kronk in 1969 (see [4]) showed that there are planar
graphs whose vertices cannot be partitioned into two parts inducing acyclic
subgraphs. We will show that the same is true even in the case when one
of the partition classes is required to be triangle-free only. The result was
obtained in a seminar held at Fort Wayne in 2001 together with L. Beineke,
P. Hamburger, P. Mihók and C. Vandell.
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A graph property is a non-empty isomorphism-closed subset of the class of
all finite simple graphs I. A property P of graphs is called additive if it is
closed under the disjoint union of graphs and hereditary if it is closed under
taking subgraphs. We list some additive hereditary graph properties.
O = {G ∈ I : G is edgeless, i.e., E(G) = ∅},
Dk = {G ∈ I : G is k-degenerate, i.e., the minimum degree δ(H) ≤ k
for each H ⊆ G},
Tk = {G ∈ I : G contains no subgraph homeomorphic to Kk+2 or
Kb k+3 c,d k+3 e },
2

2

Ik = {G ∈ I : G does not contain Kk+2 }.
We follow the notation and terminology of M. Borowiecki et al. in [2]. It is
easy to see that for k = 1 the properties D1 and T1 are equal to each other
i.e., “to be a forest”, I1 denotes the class of triangle-free graphs and T3 is,
by Kuratowski’s Theorem (see [6]), the class of planar graphs.
A property can be often conveniently described in terms of its minimal
forbidden subgraphs: The set of minimal forbidden subgraphs of a property
P is defined by:
©
ª
/ P but each proper subgraph H of G belongs to P .
F (P) = G ∈ I : G ∈
For properties P1 and P2 a vertex (P1 , P2 )-partition of a graph G is a partition V1 , V2 of V (G) such that for each i the induced subgraph G[Vi ] has
property Pi . For given properties P1 and P2 we define their product by
P1 ◦ P2 = {G ∈ I : G has a vertex (P1 , P2 )-partition}.
In this paper we present some results of the form T3 6⊆ P ◦ Q by showing
the existence of suitable planar graphs which do not admit the required
(P, Q)-partition for some well-known properties P and Q. The motivation
and some affirmative results on partitioning planar graphs may be found in
[1, 3, 7, 8].
Let R be the additive hereditary graph property with F (R) = {C3 , C4 }.
A recent result of Kaiser and S̆krekovski (see [5]) states that T3 ⊆ R ◦ R.
They also showed the existence of planar graphs with the property that each
vertex partition into two parts has a monochromatic cycle of length 3, 4 or
5, so that this result is, in some sense, best possible.
Our main result can be stated as follows:
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Theorem 1. There is a planar graph H which does not have a vertex
(D1 , I1 )-partition, i.e.,
T3 6⊆ D1 ◦ I1 .
P roof. Let G be the graph illustrated in Figure 1, clearly G is planar, that
is, G ∈ T3 and let C5 denote the cycle around the central vertex c. Suppose
there is a vertex (D1 , I1 )-partition (colouring) of G into 1 and 2 (with colours
1 and 2 inducing a forest and a triangle-free graph respectively) and suppose
vertices a and b are both coloured with 1 in this colouring. Then the two
vertices d and e are forced to be of colour 2.
If the vertex f is of colour 1, then b1 , b2 are of colour 2 and a1 , a2 have
to be of colour 1. But then we have a triangle of colour 1 in this colouring.
Therefore, the vertex f cannot have colour 1 (see Figure 1).

Figure 1. The graph G.

If the vertex a1 is of colour 1, then b1 and a2 have to be 2 and b2 and c have
to be 1. But then we have a 5-cycle of colour 1 in this colouring. Hence the
vertex a1 is of colour 2 and therefore b1 is of colour 1.
If the vertex a2 is of colour 2, then b2 and c have to be 1. But then we
have a 4-cycle of colour 1 in this colouring. Therefore, the vertex a2 is of
colour 1. Then c has to be 2 and b2 has to be 1. But then we have again a
4-cycle of colour 1 in this colouring.
We conclude that the graph G ∈ T3 does not have a vertex (D1 , I1 )partition in which vertices a and b are both of colour 1.
Now consider the graph H consisting of the complete graph K4 with a
copy of G glued on every edge of K4 in such a way that edge ab of each copy
of G is glued on the corresponding edge xy of the graph K4 . In Figure 2
we illustrate the construction of the graph H partially, by showing a copy
of the graph G placed on one edge of K4 . Clearly H is a planar graph, that
is, H ∈ T3 with 52 vertices and 144 edges.
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If H has a vertex (D1 , I1 )-partition (colouring) into colours 1 and 2 respectively, then two of the K4 vertices must be of colour 1 and the remaining two
in colour 2. This forces a copy of G to be (D1 , I1 )-partitioned with vertices
a and b both 1, which is impossible. Hence H 6∈ (D1 , I1 ) and we conclude
that T3 6⊆ D1 ◦ I1 .

Figure 2. A (partial) illustration of the construction of the graph H.

Let us remark that all the cycles forced to be of colour 1 in the argument
of the proof of Theorem 1 are C3 ’s C4 ’s and C5 ’s. Therefore the property
D1 can be enlarged to an arbitrary property P with R ⊆ P and one can use
the same proof to show that, in each such case, the product P ◦ I1 is not an
upperbound for T3 , the class of planar graphs.
Corollary 2. Let P be a hereditary property of graphs with F (P) ⊇
{C3 , C4 , C5 } then T3 6⊆ P ◦ I1 .
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